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This paper studies data forwarding by using the node’s spatial
information in mobile social networks (MSNs). Specifically, we
partition the 2D space into several grids, and periodically record
the nodes’ staying within each grid to extract their movement
history summaries. Then, nodes’ movement history summaries
are used to compare their forwarding abilities in the single-copy
scenario. In the multiple-copy scenario, we first address the de-
pendent data forwarding path problem, i.e., different copies will
reach the same relay with good forwarding ability, and thus the
advantage of multiple-copy cannot be fully utilized. To avoid
this, we jointly consider the nodes’ forwarding abilities and their
movement trajectories to perform copy distribution. Therefore,
the potential overlap of multiple copies is minimized. In addi-
tion, we propose an extended scheme, which periodically records
the nodes’ transaction in grids. It improves the performance at
the cost of more computation and storage consumption. Through
extensive trace-driven experiments, proposed algorithms achieve
good performance in different scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, the growing availability of personal mobile devices and new tech-
nologies, such as Wi-Fi Aware [1] and Wi-Fi Direct [27] has generated new
communication techniques, such as mobile social networks (MSNs). A MSN
is a special type of delay tolerant network (DTN) [23], in which mobile users
walk around and communicate with each other via Bluetooth or WiFi in their
carried short-distance wireless communication devices. The Cisco 2014-2019
White Paper [2] points out that the number of mobile-connected devices has
exceeded the world’s population in 2014, which has led to many potential
contact opportunities in MSNs. White paper also forecasts that the global
mobile data traffic will increase nearly tenfold between 2014 and 2019, and
monthly global mobile data traffic will surpass 24.3 exabytes by 2019. With
an increased amount of data traffic, the cellular networks will not satisfy the
increasing traffic demand, especially during peak times in the densely pop-
ulated area. As the result, users will face extreme performance degradation,
such as low network bandwidth, missed voice calls, and unreliable coverage.
The MSNs seem to be a promising technique of offloading the extensive traf-
fic from the cellular network. The above-mentioned reasons make the MSNs
very attractive in both academia and industry.

Currently, data forwarding in MSNs is still a challenging problem. The
reason is that devices (nodes) are carried by people, and people’s movements
are opportunistic. Early routing algorithms [7, 34], evaluated the forward-
ing ability based on the encounter frequencies between nodes. The problem
is that nodes have to update the forwarding table each time they meet, so
that nodes must continue recording and computing the forward metric; this
causes considerable storage computation and consumption. Therefore, social-
based data forwarding algorithms [6, 11, 16, 32] have became a new trend.
The common critical assumption of the social-based algorithms is that there
are many social communities, e.g., classmates, interest group, in MSNs, and
nodes within the same community have high opportunities for contact with
one another. However, how to extract the social community from the MSNs
itself is non-trivial. These algorithms also suffer from the following problem.
Nodes might belong to multiple (possibly overlapping) communities, which
causes difficulty in evaluating the nodes’ forwarding abilities.

To address the challenge routing problem in MSNs, in this paper, we
re-think the data forwarding in MSNs by using the nodes’ movement spa-
tial information. Specifically, the 2D space is partitioned into several grids.
Consider a 2D space in Fig. 1(a): this 2D space is divided into 9 grids,
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(a) A map of the 2D space
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(b) The movment history information

FIGURE 1
A 2D space is partitioned into 9 grids. A library, a school, a retail store, a house, and
a bank are located in G1, G3, G5, G7, and G9, respectively. In Fig. 1(b), Node a and
b’s movement history summaries are recorded in red and blue numbers, respectively.
In particular, the number in each grid indicates the amount of time that they stayed.

G1, G2, · · · , G9. Each node in the network records the grid in which it cur-
rently stays, based on units of time, such as one hour. As time goes by, each
node maintains a table, called the movement history summary, which extracts
the node’s movement history information, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

By using the movement history summary, each node can calculate the fol-
lowing two factors distributively: the node’s mobility pattern, the fraction of
time that a node stayed in each grid, and the node’s active level, the total
time that a node stayed in this space, to evaluate a node’s forwarding abil-
ity. In the example shown in Fig. 1(b), the movement history summaries
of nodes a and b are shown in red and blue numbers, respectively. Based
on them, we can calculate the nodes’ mobility patterns and active levels.
Nodes a and b’s mobility patterns are (0.4, 0.2, 0, 0.1, 0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.1, 0), and
(0, 0.1, 0.1, 0, 0.5, 0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.1), respectively. The active levels of nodes a
and b are 100 and 50, respectively.

These two factors represent the node’s forwarding ability in two dimen-
sions. The mobility pattern can be used to evaluate the relationship of two
nodes. If two nodes have similar mobility patterns, it means that they are
highly likely to move into the same grid. On the other hand, the active level
represents the inter-meeting delay of encountering good relays for the desti-
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nation. It can be regarded as the potential of the node. For example, if the
destination node always stays at G5, nodes a and b stay for 60% and 80%
fraction of their time in G5, respectively. However, node a spends two more
hours in G5 than node b. Considering the fact that node a has more opportu-
nity than node b of meeting other good relays or the destination itself, there
exists a trade-off between the mobility pattern and the active level in data
forwarding; we should consider these two factors jointly.

In the multi-copy uni-cast scenario, how to distribute the copies in the net-
work so that the delay to the destination is minimized is another non-trivial
problem. From the view of the destination, it only cares about the first ar-
rived copy. A good strategy is to distribute all the copies to as many relays
as possible; in this case, the probability that one of the copies arrives the des-
tination is maximized. However, if nodes just forward copies based on the
forwarding ability, multiple copies might reach the same relay in the end, and
thus the copies will not be distributed to other nodes, As a result, the ad-
vantage of multiple copies decreases. This challenge is called the dependent
forwarding path problem in this paper. To address it, we propose an inde-
pendent path routing scheme, which jointly considers the encounter node’s
forwarding ability and movement direction. The idea is that we would like to
control copies’ forwarding directions, in the hope that their forwarding paths
are independent.

The major contribution of this paper is three-fold:

• We re-think the data forwarding problem by using movement history
information, which is easily implemented. It avoids the drawback of
the social-based algorithms and consumes few resources.

• We extract the mobility pattern and the active level from the movement
history information to evaluate the node’s forwarding ability. Later,
we extend it by recording the grid transaction history. These two ap-
proaches can be applied into different application scenarios, where the
former approach can achieve relatively good performance with little
buffer consumption, and the latter approach can achieve even better
performance with a little more resource consumption.

• We address the dependent forwarding path problem in the multi-copy
uni-cast scenario by jointly considering the node’s forwarding path.
Therefore, the data forwarding performance improves.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The related works are
in Section II. The model and problem formulation are introduced in Section
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III. Then, the routing algorithm based on nodes’ staying history is provided
in Section IV. The extended algorithm, which uses nodes’ grid transaction
information, is provided in Section V. The performance evaluation setting
and results are shown in Section VI. The acknowldment and the conclusion
of the paper are in Section VII and Section VIII, respectively.

2 RELATED WORKS

In this section, we capture some important issues arising from the data for-
warding scheme in MSNs [17, 22, 29, 30] and motivate the work in this paper.

2.1 Social-based Routing in MSNs
The idea in social-based routing [6, 11, 18, 32, 35, 38] is to design routing
algorithms which are based on the invariable metric in MSNs. The common
critical assumption of the social-based algorithms is that there are many social
communities, e.g., classmates, interest groups, in MSNs, and nodes within the
same community have a high contact opportunity with each other. SimBet [6]
used the betweenness centrality and social similarity to increase the probabil-
ity of a successful data forwarding. Authors in [6] show that it performs
well, especially when the connectivity is low. Bubble rap [11] made use of
node centrality and the weighted k-clique community structure to enhance
delivery performance. However, it has the same problem as [6], i.e., using
betweenness to calculate the global and local centrality, not considering the
node encounter probability. In [24], the authors propose a distributed commu-
nity detection algorithm. They suffer the drawback of the social community
partition, since they do not consider the situation where a node belongs to
multiple communities. In [18, 32], they mapped the nodes into a hypercube,
based on their social features, and then they did routing at the hypercube.
However, how to extract the social community from the MSNs is non-trivial.
Besides, how to assign a proper weight for different communities during the
routing decision is challenging.

2.2 Geo-routings in MSNs
The main idea of the geo-routing in MSNs [4, 9, 13, 15, 28, 31, 37] is that the
relay will forward the message to the encountered node, which is geographi-
cally the closest to the destination. Initially, they only consider the geometric
distance from the current nodes to the destinations, followed by the Mobility
Prediction-based Adaptive Data (MPAD) [36], Greedy Perimeter Stateless
Routing (GPSR) [14], and Geographic Source Routing (GSR) [21], which
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FIGURE 2
An illustration of the network model, where the space is divided into 9 grids. There are
two nodes in this example; the blue number and the red number in each grid represents
the fraction of time that they stayed in each grid for nodes a and b, respectively.

use more information. The problem with these algorithms is that they are all
under the assumption that they know the destination node’s location. How-
ever, in MSNs, this assumption might not be true. In [5, 33], the entire area
is also split into sub-areas, like the grid in this paper, and each node sum-
marizes its mobility information as transient sub-area visiting record. Upon
arriving at a sub-area, a node generates a new visiting record for the sub-area
and distributes it to nodes that are likely to stay in the previous sub-area, so
that visiting records form a chain for the locators to trace the node. In our
paper, we do not have the concept of locators. Therefore, the main solution
is different. The drawback of using locators is that the situation might arise
in which the current node cannot find a node which stays in the previous sub-
area. Besides, a lot of information is exchanged, and each node might buffer
many records.

In this paper, instead of using the social-based concept, we use movement
history information to estimate the relay’s forwarding ability. Therefore, the
drawback of social-based routing is avoided. On the other hand, the proposed
scheme consumes little computation and buffer resource.

3 NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM

3.1 Network Model
We consider a 2D space (e.g., center city), which is partitioned into several
grids, (e.g., school, home, store, and office). A number of people (nodes)
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move in this 2D space. Different people visit different grids with different
frequencies. Also, different people might stay different lengths of time in
these grids. The movement history information reveals lots of useful infor-
mation to guide the routing. Consider students in a university environment:
PhD students usually stay in their dormitories and laboratories, while the un-
dergraduate students spend more time within their classrooms, the student
centers and gyms. If you want to send word to a PhD student, a good option
is to ask someone who is frequently in the laboratories, and is frequently at
the university for help. The real applications include mobile advertisement
dissemination [19, 25], mobile publish/subscribe system [8, 10].

More specifically, k mobile nodes, V = {1, 2, · · · , k}, move indepen-
dently on a 2D space, which is partitioned into m grids, denoted by G,
G = {G1, G2, · · · , Gm

}. An example is shown in Fig. 1(a), a 2D space
is partitioned into 9 grids, G1, G2, · · · , G9. Among these 9 grids, a library, a
school, a retail store, a house, and a bank are located in G1, G3, G5, G7, and
G9, respectively. Note that the grid can be any shape and the area of grids
can differ in reality. In addition, there might be the case in which more than
one places of interests. For example, a school and a library are located in one
grid. It is equivalent as there are several overlapping grids, and there is only
one place of interest in each grid. We assume that nodes know their locations,
which is reasonable, since all the newly-made smartphones have Global Po-
sitioning System (GPS) function. Thus, every node knows the grid in which
it currently stays, and it continuously records its location every unit of time.
Along with the time, each node maintains a vector, called a movement history
summary. Specially, for node a, it is {ta1 , ta2 , · · · , tam},

P
m

i=1 t
a

i

= T
a

, where
ta
i

indicates the time that the node a stayed at G
i

in the past period of time. In
Fig. 1(b), nodes a and b have movement history summaries recorded by the
red and blue numbers, respectively. By using the movement history summary
information, we can extract the following two types of information.

Definition 1. Mobility pattern: We define a mobility pattern of a node M =
{p1, p2, · · · , pm} for each mobile node, where p

i

denotes the probability of
the node at the grid G

i

, p
i

= ti
T

.

Definition 2. Active level: We define the total time, T , that a node stays in
the 2D place in a period of time as the active level of this node.

We assume the node will exchange its movement history summary with
every encountered node, and buffer this meta information. Note that, along
with the time, the movement history summary of a node will be stable. This
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phenomenon is called the cyclic MobiSpace [20]. Along with the time, each
node will have mobility patterns of all the nodes in this area. As for the grid
partition, if each grid is too large, we cannot partition the nodes well, so that
we cannot judge whether a node has a good relationship with the destination
or not. In the extreme case, the whole 2D space is a grid; we cannot judge
whether a node has a close relationship with the destination at all. If the grid
is too small, two nodes with a close relationship cannot be efficiently selected.
Besides, in a dense partition environment, each node has to keep much more
information. In this paper, we assume that nodes in the same grid can contact
one another. A proper area of the grid should be the transmission range of
nodes or the WiFi coverage area. In this case, once two nodes come into the
same grid, they can communicate with each other.

3.2 Problem Formulation and Challenges
In this paper, we focus on the data forwarding problem in MSNs, with the
movement history information. We plan to address the following two prob-
lems gradually:

• What is the efficient method of completing data forwarding in a single-
copy uni-cast scenario?

• What is the efficient method of completing data forwarding in the multiple-
copy uni-cast scenario?

The above two scenarios present major challenges. The first challenge lies
in balancing the mobility pattern and active level when two nodes meet. A
similar mobility pattern indicates a close relationship with the destination.
However, a high active level indicates low delay in meeting the destination,
or the high chance to meet the other good relays. The second challenge is
copy distribution in the multiple-copy scenario. Former works, which only
consider the forwarding ability to distribute copies, are always under an as-
sumption that different copies will be sent to the destination through different
relays. In reality, several copies might gradually end in one good relay node.
Therefore, multiple copies cannot be fully distributed in the network, and
therefore, the advantage of multiple-copy decreases.

4 GRID-HISTORY-BASED SCHEME

In this section, we first solve the single-copy uni-cast problem by using the
node’s grid staying history information. Then, we address the multiple-copy
uni-cast problem. The dependent path problem in the latter problem is solved.
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Algorithm 1 MA

Input: The mobility pattern, active level of the current node, c, other nodes
in this grid v

i

, and the destination, d, respectively.

Output: The forwarding strategy of the current node.
1: for each encountered node v

i

do
2: Calculate S

cd

, S
vid, T

a

, and T
vi

3: if S
vid · Tvi > S

cd

· T
a

then
4: add v

i

to the set Temp

5: if Temp 6= � then
6: Sort the v

i

in set Temp in descending order, according to the value of
the S

vid · Tvi .
7: Choose the largest v

i

from Temp to forward data.
8: else
9: Node c maintains the copies.

4.1 Single-copy Uni-cast
In this subsection, we would like to jointly consider the mobility pattern and
the active level of the nodes to do data forwarding in the single-copy scenario.

To understand the influence of the mobility pattern and the active level to
the data forwarding, we do the probability analysis on a general case here. As-
sume nodes a and b move freely in a 2D space, which is divided into m grids.
Nodes a and b can contact each other once they move into the same grid.
During each move, the probability that nodes a and b move into each grid
is {p

a1, pa2, · · · , pam}, and {p
b1, pb2, · · · , pbm}, respectively. The probabil-

ity that they meet during a movement of a is
P

m

i=1 paipbi. Besides, node a

moves every T

Ta
seconds on average, where T is the total time. Then, we can

get the following estimation: the expected time that node a moves into node
b’s grid is

1X

i=1

iT

T
a

(1�
mX

j=1

p
ai

p
bi

)i�1
mX

j=1

p
ai

p
bi

=
T

T
a

P
m

j=1 paipbi
, (1)

where the (1 �
P

m

j=1 paipbi)
i�1

P
m

j=1 paipbi represents the probability that
node a moves into node b’s grid, until the ith movement. It is clear that
the

P
m

i=1 paipbi is the inner production of the mobility pattern of two nodes.
From Eq. 1, we can get the following observations: a similar mobility pattern
leads to a small delivery delay; a high active level leads to a small delivery
delay; the overall influence of these two factors are their product result.
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FIGURE 3
An example of the dependent forwarding path in multi-copy scenario, where the
source is at the left-bottom grid, and the destination is at the top-right grid, respec-
tively. There exist three forwarding paths from the source to the destination. Among
paths 2 and 3, they actually use the same relay.

Definition 3. Movement similarity: Given two mobility patterns of nodes a
and b M

a

= {p
a1, pa2, · · · , pam}, M

b

= {p
b1, pb2, · · · , pbm}, we define the

movement similarity between node a and b as S
ab

, having S
ab

= M
a

· M
b

,
where the symbol · denotes the inner product of vectors.

Based on the observations from Eq. 1, the nodes can complete routing de-
cisions locally. Each time, two nodes compare the product of the movement
similarity with the destination and their own active level. Then, the copy will
always be kept to the node which has a larger result. In Fig. 2, the mobility
pattern of node a, M

a

is {0.4, 0.2, 0, 0.1, 0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.1, 0}, and the mobility
pattern of node b, M

b

is {0, 0.1, 0.1, 0, 0.5, 0.1, 0, 0.1, 0, 1}, respectively. The
active levels of nodes a and b are 100 and 50, respectively. Assume the mo-
bility pattern of destination, M

d

, is {0.2, 0.1, 0, 0.1, 0, 0.4, 0.1, 0, 0.1}. Then,
the movement similarity between nodes a and d, S

ad

, is 0.16. The movement
similarity between nodes b and d, S

bd

, is 0.22. In this case, if we jointly
consider the different active level of nodes a and b, we think node a is better.
This is because T

a

⇥ S
ad

is 16, which is larger than T
b

⇥ S
bd

, 11.

4.2 Multiple-copy Uni-cast
In this subsection, we extend our data forwarding scheme into the multiple-
copy scenario, in which the dependent forwarding path problem exists.
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TABLE 1
Expected delay in different cases

Strategy 1 2 3 4 5 6
Path 1

p p p

Path 2
p p p

Path 3
p p p

Expected delay 3.3 3.13 2.5 2.17 1.79 1.91

A motivational example is provided in Fig. 3. In this example, the cur-
rent node, s, which has two data copies, is connected with three other nodes,
v1, v2, and v3. These three nodes all have better forwarding abilities than the
current node, and the three shortest delay forwarding paths from the current
node to the destination are shown in red, green and black, respectively. Fig.
3(a) shows the spatial location of the three paths, and Fig. 3(b) shows the ac-
tual relays in the three paths. In Fig. 3(b), the number in the link is the contact
probability of two nodes. The three colors represent the corresponding three
paths in Fig. 3(a). Same as most existing works [23, 25, 30], the path delivery
probability in this paper is assumed to be the product of the contact probabil-
ity of the nodes in this path. So, the path delivery probabilities of paths 1, 2
and 3 are 0.3, 0.32 and 0.4, respectively. Therefore, we get the expected delay
of these three paths, 3.33, 3.13 and 2.5, respectively. If the copy distribution
decision is made purely based on the expected delay of the path, the two for-
warding paths with the lowest delay, paths 2 and 3, will be selected. However,
this is far from the optimal. The following is a simple calculation. If the cur-
rent node chooses the fastest two paths, paths 2 and 3, the probability that at
least one copy will end in node d is (1�(1�0.8⇥0.8)(1�0.8))⇥0.8 = 0.46.
However, if we choose paths 1 and 3, the probability that at least one copy
will end in node d is 1� (1� 0.3)(1� 0.4) = 0.56. Then, we can calculate
the corresponding expected delivery delay. The detailed result is shown in
Table. 1. From this table, we get the observation that if we just choose the re-
lay according to its forwarding abilities, its performance might be really poor.
The reason is that the forwarding paths are not independent of each other, and
thus the new forwarding path might bring less contribution than expected.

The following is a theoretical analysis about performance degradation caused
by the the dependent path. Assume that there exist x paths from source to des-
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FIGURE 4
An illustration of dependent path problem in two real data sets, where the 2, 3, 4 in x
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overlapping nodes with the former shortest paths.

tination, and each path’s length is y. The contact probability between nodes
is identical, p. If these x paths are independent of one another, the expected
path delivery probability by using these x paths is 1�(1�py)x. If the z out of
y lengths of continuous paths are dependent upon other paths, the remaining
paths are separated, by the continuous path, into paths with lengths, i and j.
The expected path delivery probability is

(1� (1� (1� pi)x)(1� (1� pj)x))pz, (2)

where i+ j equals y � z. Eq. 2 is smaller than (1� (1� p(y�z))x)pz . Then
the performance decay caused by the dependency is

(1� (1� p(y�z))x)pz

1� (1� py)x
� (1� (1� py)x)pz

1� (1� py)x
= pz, (3)

From Eq. 3, we conclude that the performance degradation increases expo-
nentially along with the increasing of the fraction of the path dependency. We
also test the shortest forwarding path routing under two real datasets, EPFL
[26] and Seattle bus [12]. The results show that the second shortest forward-
ing path has about 40% dependency with the shortest forwarding path. The
4th shortest forwarding path still has about 30% dependency on average.

To avoid the performance degradation caused by the path dependent prob-
lem, the idea in this paper is to control the forwarding directions of the copies,
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Algorithm 2 MMA

Input: The mobility pattern, active level of current node, c, other nodes in
this grid v

i

, and the destination, d, respectively. The initial copy number,
n, the current copy number, n

c

Output: The forwarding strategy of the current node.
1: Find the top l frequently visited grids, {p

d1, pd2, · · · pdl} of the desti-
nation node. Assign n ⇥ d pdjPk

i=1 pdi
e copies to each grid from the most

frequently-visit grids until done.
2: for each encountered node v

i

do
3: Calculate the candidate grids C of each copy, and the movement prob-

ability of v
i

to C, pc
i

, to each C
i

.
4: if S

vid · Tvi > S
cd

· T
c

&& 9pc
i

> ✓ then
5: add v

i

to the set Temp

6: if Temp 6= � then
7: Sort the v

i

in set Temp in descending order, according to the value of
the S

vid · Tvi .
8: Choose the largest v

i

from Temp to forward data.
9: Forward n

c

⇥ d Svid
·Tvi

Scd·Tc+Svid
·Tvi

e copies.
10: else
11: Node c maintains the copies.

in hopes that copies are distributed to multiple independent paths. As a re-
sult, the advantage of multiple copies can be fully used. However, due to
the opportunistic movement, estimations of the forwarding path in MSNs are
unrealistic. Therefore, an approximately independent path routing control
scheme, which controls the next hop movement of multiple copies is pro-
posed here. The algorithm is called as MMA algorithm, and is briefly shown
as follows.

• The source selects the l grids, which the destination node visits most,
and assigns the proportional number of copies to these l grids, accord-
ing to the corresponding mobility pattern. For each data copy, it main-
tains a candidate grid set, in which the grids are closer to the assigned
grid than the current grid.

• If the current node encounters another node with a better forwarding
ability than the current nodes, and it has a high probability (larger than
a threshold, ✓) of moving into any candidate grid, the copies are split
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according to their forwarding abilities. After that, this candidate grid is
deleted from the candidate grid set.

In this scheme, the relay jointly considers the other nodes’ forwarding abil-
ities and their movement directions. So, the copies are distributed evenly,
leading to a smaller probability of ending with dependent paths.

5 GRID-TRANSACTION-BASED SCHEME

In this section, we extend the mobility patten based scheme by asking the
node to record more information. That is, the node’s grid transaction history
is recorded. This approach improves the performance by requiring the node
to record more information and to do more computation. Therefore, it can
be applied o the scenario in which forwarding delay is much more important
than the resource consumption.

The idea of this approach is that each node detects the grid in which is
stays, and the grid in which the node currently stays is compared with the grid
in which it stayed in the last detection. Then, the node records the transition
between these two detections. As a result, each node will record a matrix,
called the grid transition matrix, as shown in Table 2, where the number in
each entry is the time at which the node transited from one grid to another.
In this example, a node’s movement history is 1 � 3 � 3 � 1 � 3 � 3 � 3 �
3 � 1 � 1 � 2 � 1 � 2 � 2 � 3, where 1 � 3 indicates that the node stayed
at grid 1 during the last detection, and it stayed at grid 3 at the next detection.
Then, this mobility model can be thought of as a Markov model, where a
possible state transition is made during each time period. The different grids
can be regarded as different states. A movement can be regarded as the state
transition, respectively.

We also extract two types of information from the grid transition matrix.
That is, the grid transition probability matrix, P , and the active level of the
node. If every entry in the grid transition matrix is divided by the summation
of the row in which the entry is, we get the grid transition probability matrix.
An example is shown in Table 3. The entry p

ii

is the probability that the node
will stay at the current grid, and p

ij

indicates the probability that the node
moves from grid i to another grid j. In this example, once this node was
at G1, it has 20%, 40%, and 40% probability of moving into G1, G2, and
G3. The grid transition probability matrix can be used to estimate the node’s
movement from the current grid. The definition of the active level of the node
is the same as we have discussed in Section 4.1.
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TABLE 2
Grid transition matrix

Grid 1 2 3

1 1 2 2

2 1 1 1

3 2 0 4

We can use the above two types of information to estimate the forwarding
ability of nodes. Let us denote the expected delivery delay D

ij

of a node that
arrives at G

j

from G
i

, which can be regarded as the state transition from i to
j at the first time in the grid transition probability matrix. Therefore, we make
state j an absorbing state and other states transition states. Then, if a node
transits from a transition state to another transition state, this transition will
cause delay. If a node transits from a transition state to the absorbing state, the
forwarding is done. Now, we can extract the transition to transition matrix,
P
T

, that specifies only the transition probabilities from transition states. In the
table, we just delete the row and the column of the absorbing state to get the
matrix, P

T

. An example is shown in Tables 3 and 4. In the example, we use
G3 as the destination grid. Based on the Markov transaction, the probability
of transitioning from G

i

to G
j

in exactly h steps is the a (i, j)-entry of Ph

T

.
Summing this for all h (from 0 to 1) yields the expected delay matrix, E.

E =
1X

h=1

Ph

T

= (I � P
T

)�1,

where the matrix I is the identity matrix. In our example, matrix E, is
shown in Table 5. By using matrix E, we can estimate the delay from the
current grid i to the destination grid, which is the summation of the row i

of E. For example, if the current node stays at G1, this node is expected to
stay at G1 1.66 units of time, and stay at G2 0.99 units of time. That is, the
expected delay from G1 to G3 is 2.65 units of time. Similarly, if the current
node stays at the G2, the expected delay from G2 to G3 is 2.80 units of time.

The forwarding ability is evaluated based on the product of the average
expected delay to the top l grids of the destination and the active level of the
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TABLE 3
Grid transition probability matrix, P

Grid 1 2 3

1 0.2 0.4 0.4

2 0.33 0.33 0.33

3 0.33 0 0.67

TABLE 4
Transition to transition matrix, PT

Grid 1 2

1 0.2 0.4

2 0.33 0.33

TABLE 5
Expected delay matrix, E, for G3

Grid 1 2

1 1.66 0.99

2 0.82 1.98

current node. Based on the matrix, E, we propose another two algorithms in
single-copy and multiple-copy scenarios called MA2 algorithm and MMA2
algorithm, respectively. In the single-copy scenario, the relay node make a
forwarding decision based on expected forwarding delays. For the multiple-
copy scenario, we continue to use the idea in Section 4.1. The idea is that
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Algorithm 3 MA2
Input: The grid transition matrix of the current node, other nodes in this grid,

and the destination node.
Output: The forwarding strategy of the current node.

1: Same as Algorithm 1, except the changes of S
cd

and S
vid: S

cd

and S
vid

are changed into the expected average D
cd

and average D
vid, attained

from the corresponding expected delay matrix, E.

Algorithm 4 MMA2
Input: The grid transition matrix of the current node, other nodes in this grid,

and the destination node.
Output: The forwarding strategy of the current node.

1: Same as Algorithm 2, except the changes of S
cd

and S
vid: S

cd

and S
vid

are changed into the expected average D
cd

and average D
vid, attained

from the corresponding expected delay matrix, E.

we would like to distribute the copy through different forwarding paths with
low dependency. The current relay first compares the forwarding ability of
the encounter node. Then, it checks the one-hop movement direction of the
encounter node and its possible next movement. The current node will dis-
tribute copies to the encounter node only when the encounter node has a good
forwarding ability, and has a high probability of moving into the grid, where
no other relays exist.

A brief complexity analysis of the MA algorithm and MA2 algorithm is
as follows. As for the buffer consumption, in the MA algorithm, each node
consumes O(m) to store the movement history information, but the MA2 al-
gorithm consumes O(m2). Note that the storage consumption is only related
to the number of grids, but not to the node number. The advantage of the
two algorithms will be significant when the number of nodes is large. For the
computation cost, the MA algorithm needs O(m) to calculate the forwarding
ability, while the MA2 algorithm needs O(lm2). Note that after the warm-up
period, each node might regard the mobility pattern, active level, and the grid
transition matrix as a constant value. In this case, each node can choose the
store O(k) forwarding ability values to get O(1) computation. For the MA2
algorithm, it needs to store O(km3) forwarding ability values to get O(1)
computation. From the above analysis, there exists a performance-cost trade-
off of these two algorithms. Therefore, the MA algorithm is proper for the
scenario, where the system resource is limited. While the MA2 algorithm can
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(a) Map of San Franciso (b) Map of Seattle

FIGURE 5
Map of cities in EPFL and Seattle bus traces.
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FIGURE 6
Vehicles’ movement history in EPFL and Seattle bus traces.
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FIGURE 7
Vehicles’ movement history summary in EPFL and Seattle bus traces.

be applied into the scenario which forwarding delay is much more important
than the resource consumption.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the proposed algorithms mentioned in this paper
through extensive experiments. We first introduce the experimental settings
and their parameters. Then, we will discuss the performance evaluation re-
sults.

6.1 Trace Introduction
Here, we use EPFL [26] trace, which is the taxi trace collected from San
Francisco, USA. It contains GPS coordinates of approximately 500 taxis col-
lected over 30 days in the San Francisco Bay Area. Another trace that we
use is the Seattle bus [12] trace. The traces collected the bus data while on
different routes in Seattle, USA for several weeks. This trace provides a to-
pographically challenging routing environment, created by a 35 square mile
section in the middle of the city. The reason that we choose these two traces
is that they represent two types of movement; the taxis’ movements are very
unpredictable, and the buses’ movement are relatively predictable.

Some detailed experiment parameters are as follows: we choose center
city within these two cities, 10,000 (ft) ⇥ 10,000 (ft), as the experiment area
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in these two traces. The grid size is 200 (ft) ⇥ 200 (ft), which is the typical
WiFi range under 2.4 GHz in 802.11 protocol for an outdoor environment
[3]. Since we only know the location of each vehicle through GPS informa-
tion in these two traces, we assume that if two vehicles move into the same
grid within a time duration in these two traces, it is a contact. In this experi-
ments, the time duration are 60s and 6s, respectively in the two trace. In the
experiment, we choose the first 40 taxis in EPFL trace, and we choose the 60
buses in the Seattle bus trace. Every 10 minutes, a data is randomly generated
from these vehicles to a randomly-selected destination node.

6.2 Algorithm Comparison
Our comparison consists of three parts. First, we compare four algorithms
to the proposed algorithm in the single-copy scenario. 1) The flooding algo-
rithm: the number of copies are unlimited, once a node encounters another
node with the copy, both nodes will get one copy. This algorithm, called BS
in the experiments, is used as the benchmark, regarding the delay and the cost.
2) The active-only algorithm, called AO is that in which the forwarding ability
is only based on the active levels of two nodes. 3) The mobility-pattern-only
solution algorithm, called MO, is that in which the forwarding ability is only
based on movement similarity with the destination of two nodes 4) the Pro-
posed algorithm, called MA, is that where the forwarding ability is based on
the product of their active levels and the movement similarities with the desti-
nation. The aim of this comparison is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
jointly-considered movement similarity and the active level. After that, we
compare the MA with the MA2 algorithm. Third, we compare the MMA and
MMA2, along with the algorithm MMSW which is the same as the MMA, ex-
cept that MMSW only uses the forwarding ability to distribute the copies. We
compare the above-mentioned algorithms in two aspects, the data forwarding
delay and the number of relays used in the forwarding.

6.3 The Performance Results of the Single-copy Uni-cast
The result is shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10. As for the forwarding delay, the pro-
posed algorithm achieves the lowest delay, except for the flooding algorithm,
followed by the AO algorithm. The MO algorithm’s performance is the worst,
which demonstrates the importance of the active level. In the EPFL trace,
since the taxis move opportunistically, the active level is more important than
the mobility pattern. In the Seattle bus trace, the performance differences of
the AO algorithm and MO algorithm are small, since buses move with high
regulation. The MA algorithm’s performance is much better than that of AO
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FIGURE 8
Performance evaluation of single-copy uni-cast in EPFL traces.

and MO, as shown in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a). In regard to the cost, the number
of relays used in the forwarding, the flooding algorithm’s cost is much larger
than that of the other three algorithms. We have to adjust the Y axis to show
it in Figs. 8(b) and 9(b). The MA algorithm achieves the lowest cost in a
majority of the time, followed by the MO algorithm and AO algorithm.

Besides, we compare the two versions of our algorithms. The results are
shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Among them, Figs 11(a) and 12(a) are the results
of the EPFL trace, and Figs 11(b) and 12(b) are the results of the Seattle bus
trace. From Fig. 11(a), we know that the MA2 algorithm achieves better per-
formance than that of the MA algorithm, regarding the delivery delay. On the
other hand, the number of relays used in the MA2 algorithm is much larger
than that of the MA algorithm. The reason might be that the taxi has some mo-
bility pattern, and the additional information in the MA2 helps significantly
in estimating the delay. However, due to the movement of nodes, MA2 keeps
calculating the current node’s forwarding ability and the encounter nodes’
forwarding abilities. The copies are forwarded much more frequently than
in the MA algorithm. In the Seattle bus trace, the MA2 algorithm does not
improve the performance much, the reason potentially being that the buses
only move in a small range of the area, and they have to move along with
the route. This shows that the mobility pattern has already extracted most of
the information. As the result, their performances are similar. However, the
MA2 algorithm avoids forwarding some data in the wrong direction, so that
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FIGURE 9
Performance evaluation of single-copy uni-cast in Seattle bus traces.
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Performance evaluation of single-copy uni-cast in different transmission ranges in
EPFL trace.
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Performance comparison in single-copy uni-cast.
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FIGURE 12
Performance comparison in single-copy uni-cast.
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FIGURE 13
Performance comparison in multiple-copy uni-cast.
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Performance comparison in multiple-copy uni-cast.
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it forwards less frequently, as shown in Fig. 12(b).

6.4 The Performance Results of the Multiple-copy Uni-cast
We also demonstrate the performance degradation caused by the dependency
paths of multiple copies. The results of the proposed algorithm are shown
in Figs. 13 and 14. Among them, Figs. 13(a) and 14(a) are the results of
the EPFL trace, and Figs. 13(b) and 14(b) are the results of the Seattle bus
trace. As for the data delivery data, the MMA2 algorithm achieves the lowest
delay, followed by the MMA algorithm and the MMAW algorithm. In the
EPFL trace, the MMA2 algorithm’s performance is much better than that of
the MMAW algorithm. The reason might be found in Fig. 14(a). The copies
are kept by few relays in the MMAW algorithm. However, in the MMA
algorithm and MMA2 algorithm, the copies are distributed to more relays.
As a result, there is an increased probability of one of the relays encountering
the destination node. For the Seattle bus trace, the performance differences
of these three are not as significant as those in the EPFL trace. The reason
might be that each bus only contacts 2 to 3 buses in their routes. Therefore, if
you distribute copies to other buses, it helps a little.
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8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we design an efficient data forwarding scheme in MSNs. The
node’s movement history information is used to guide data forwarding. Specif-
ically, we partition the 2D space of the nodes into several non-overlapping
grids, and record the nodes’ stay in each grid to extract their movement his-
tory summary. Then, we extract the movement pattern and the active level of
the node. Based on these two factors, we design a distributed data forwarding
scheme in a single-copy uni-cast scenario. Then, we further extend it into the
multiple-copy uni-cast scenario. We first address the performance degrada-
tion caused by the path dependency problem, and propose a distributed al-
gorithm, which jointly considers the relay’s forwarding ability and the other
copies’ distribution. Besides, we propose an extension, which achieves a
better performance at the cost of more storage and computation. Through
experiments, our algorithms achieve a low delay with few relays’ help.
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